Granting due diligence:

Definition
A legally binding pledge is a commitment by a donor that is enforceable by law to make a donation to a nonprofit. A
legally binding pledge can be made through a written agreement or, in some cases, a verbal commitment with no
signed documents. A non-legally binding pledge is merely an expression of the donor’s intent to give, which has no legal
consequences, regardless of if the donor gives or not.

Giving scenario
A donor and a representative from a local high school are discussing a project to
renovate the school auditorium. The donor says that she would like to support
this effort and signs a document in which she promises to give $20,000. Under
the terms of the legally binding pledge, the donor is personally responsible for
providing the funds.
Instead of using personal funds to make the gift, however, the donor
recommends that her donor-advised fund make a $20,000 grant to the school.
When the donor-advised fund fulfills the pledge rather than the donor herself,
the donor-advised fund completes the donor’s obligation to fulfill the pledge
personally, thereby providing an impermissible benefit to the donor.
Additionally, once a donor contributes assets to Vanguard Charitable, those
assets are no longer the donor’s personal funds, and donors may not promise
assets that they do not own. These same policies apply regardless of whether
the legally binding pledge is an oral or written agreement.

To ensure you do not receive any tax or legal penalties and all grant recommendations remain within IRS
regulations, Vanguard Charitable reviews grants for legally binding language and informs charities on donoradvised fund pledge regulations by providing a letter explaining this information with each grant.
If you wish to let charities know that you intend to give— as doing so may help charities plan and develop
relationships— you can express your intent to give through non-legally binding forms available from Vanguard
Charitable. Use our alternative pledge card, which works similarly to a traditional pledge card or Letter of intent,
to alert Vanguard Charitable to your intent, without promising the funds to the charity. Many charities offer
similar forms that allow you to express intent without entering into a legally binding pledge.
Vanguard Charitable’s policy on pledges is directly informed by Internal Revenue Service guidance. If
necessary, Vanguard Charitable may reach out to charities and, in rare circumstances, donors to clarify intent.

